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SUMMARY 

 

Whilst numerous papers have been written describing effects that vessels may experience when encountering one 

another or, indeed, when stationary but under the influence of a tidal stream or current, there is limited information on 

the causational dynamic that results in what we call „interaction‟. 

 

This paper is, effectively, a work of four parts.  It begins by outlining current teaching on the subject of marine 

hydrodynamics theory and highlights its particular shortcomings.   

 

The second part introduces the Manchester Ship Canal as research venue and explains the benefits and peculiarities of 

the location.   

 

The paper then introduces new theories on ship-generated hydrodynamic fields and provides detailed practical 

explanations that will be recognisable to experienced ship-handlers.   

 

Finally, a new theory on the mechanics of bank suction and rejection, along with a means of predicting its occurrence, is 

proposed. 

 

The ultimate aim is achievement of safer „close-quarters‟ navigation and more predictable ship-handling. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As an experienced marine pilot - accustomed to 

working at the boundaries of knowledge in relation to 

ship generated hydrodynamics - experience taught me 

that I could anticipate, with considerable certainty, what 

might happen between my ship and others operating in 

close proximity.  

 

However, I still could not explain the „science‟, the 

„dynamic‟ or the „why‟ of what I was doing to a 

concerned, often nervous, Captain.  I felt that it was 

inappropriate to simply „fob off‟ Masters with ‘that’s 

just the way it is’.   

 

If empirical knowledge allowed me to anticipate a 

hydrodynamic event then, logically, there had to be a 

rational explanation as to causation. 

 

This research seeks to address the knowledge deficit 

that exists in respect of practical ship hydrodynamics 

and to provide the man on the bridge with a pragmatic 

understanding of the hydrodynamic forces that 

influence his vessel.    

 

As an experienced mariner with an understanding of the 

watch-keeper‟s plight in coping with the realities of 

ship-handling in confined waters, in producing this 

work I have observed three simple rules: 

 

 Firstly, one picture paints a thousand words.  In a 

crisis, the man on the bridge can easily relate to 

diagrams.  Years of experience has reinforced the 

concept that simplified explanations „stick in the 

mind‟ and are both easily assimilated and quickly 

recalled. 

 

 Secondly - in a crisis the watch officer does not 

concern himself with the numbers.  He simply 

wants to know what mechanism is affecting his ship 

so that he can address the problem. 

 

 Thirdly, keep it simple.  Today‟s mariner is 

assaulted from every direction with situational 

information.  The need to assimilate complex 

theories, complicated mathematical calculations or 

interpret complex diagrams, presents additional 

problems.  What is really needed is an 

understanding of the dynamics that allows 

anticipation of interaction forces before they arise - 

thereby providing tools that permit proper 

compensation and management of the forces once 

they manifest.  

 

2. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING 

AND TEACHING ON  SHIP 

HYDRODYNAMICS 
 

2.1 THE EARLIEST CONCEPT 
 

My earliest understanding of ship generated 

hydrodynamic pressure systems derives from a basic 

concept of hydrodynamic pressure fields as three 

immutable „blocks‟ of water which remained fixed in 

relation to the moving vessel (Figure 1).   

 

 



  

               
                      Figure 1:  Early conceptualisation of ship generated Hydrodynamic pressure fields 

 

This concept is still taught in some maritime schools - 

despite its obvious shortcomings, namely: 

 

 The water moving ahead, and following astern, of 

the vessel is regarded as a „solid‟ block with 

rigidly defined boundaries 

 The high pressures zones are limited in horizontal 

extent to the immediate proximity of the vessel 

 The low pressure fields amidships are limited in 

both longitudinal and lateral extent and, very 

poorly, reflect what is actually experienced. 

 Application of the theory cannot predict that 

smaller vessels, especially those operating around 

the stern, might be subjected to: sudden and 

inexplicable sheer; loss of stability; loss of 

steering; poor position keeping capability; 

uncharacteristic manoeuvrability. 

 Reliance on this theory meant the navigator had 

little appreciation for the distant influences his 

ship might be generating. 

 

Whilst helpful in a limited way, this model could not be 

relied upon when operating in close proximity with 

other vessels.  The principle benefit derived from 

continuing use of this concept is in explaining the 

historical development of theories leading to our 

current understanding of marine hydrodynamics. 

2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY 

CONCEPTS 
 

Later work by Dr Ian W Dand substantively modified 

this theory and refined our understanding of 

hydrodynamic pressure fields (Figure 2).  This 

conceptualisation moved us away from the notion of 

pressure fields as a solidly definable mass impacting 

upon other vessels and structures.  Instead, the different 

pressure zones are attributed with more amorphous 

qualities. The positive and negative fields are explained 

as a series of +‟s and –„s to indicate their position 

relative to an advancing ship. 

 

Significantly, this concept recognised areas of varying 

field intensity - a substantial improvement on previous 

ideas. Furthermore, the theory also introduces the 

prospect of combining pressure systems - in a manner 

similar to conventional wave theory -  so that pressure 

fields might interact constructively or destructively.  

It also introduced the concept of indefinable pressure 

zones that might represent a potential threat to the 

unwary mariner.  Official nautical publications 

promulgated by national maritime authorities (for 

example, in the UK Merchant Shipping Notice M930, 

now superseded by Marine Guidance Notice MGN 

199(M) „Dangers of Interaction‟) highlighted problems 

attributable to interaction, yet, they failed explain the 

underlying mechanism or causes – thereby leaving the 

seafarer none the wiser.  Having recognised the 

potential hazards, lack of information as to causation 

still meant that the risk persisted and should be feared, 

therefore avoided so far as possible. 



                                                

 
                           Figure 2:  Modified conceptualisation of ship generated Hydrodynamic pressure fields 

 

Despite the significant advancement introduced by this 

concept, there are a number of areas where this idea 

fails to serve the mariner: 

 

 The fore and aft extent of the fields is limited and 

does not begin to explain distant influences 

 The athwartships (side to side) extent of the 

pressure fields is limited  

 The pressure fields relate to surface effects and do 

not address what is going on under the water. 

 Effects are very localised, implying that vessels 

navigating only a short distance away will be 

„safe‟ 

 The diagram, and accompanying explanations, 

give no indication as to what might be happening 

in between the pressure fields or astern  

 It deals only with a dynamic (moving) vessel and 

does not address effects experienced by a static 

vessel moored in a tideway or current. 

 The diagram relates to open water pressure fields 

and does not take account of differences arising 

within enclosed waters. 

 

In addition to developing the earlier concept, Dr Dand 

also described, in general terms, the resultant effects 

that interacting vessel‟s, or those operating in close 

proximity to land, submerged banks, or other 

obstructions might experience. Practical application 

under a variety of conditions verifies that those 

descriptions remain valid today.  This concept forms 

the basis for most current teaching on marine 

hydrodynamics. 

 

3. SCOPE AND FIELD OF 

RESEARCH 
 

As a marine pilot who has to deal with the reality of 

hydrodynamic pressure systems on a daily basis, the 

earliest theory (Figure 1) provides little by way of 

assistance in carrying out my work.  Dr Dand‟s theory 

(Figure 2) is significantly more useful. However, it too 

has its limitations in confined waters. Therefore, armed 

with years of practical ship-handling experience and a 

wealth of knowledge that informed me that something 

was not quite right, my research focussed on two 

objectives: 

 Updating and remedying the deficiencies in 

current theory and teaching 

 Trying to understand the initiating mechanisms 

that resulted in the effects described as 

„interaction‟. 

The Manchester Ship Canal is unusual as a research 

venue for a number of reasons: 

 The water is „captive‟ – that is, confined in a 

single pond - and effects are amplified within the 

canal confines. 

 There is no tide or current to complicate, or mask, 

findings 

 Water levels are constantly maintained, therefore, 

serve as a good datum when measuring pressure 

waves. 

 Meteorological influences can be limited or 

discounted in most instances. 

 The controlled environment allows repetition of 

exercises and result re-verification. 

 Accurate observations can be made several miles 

away from an advancing vessel thereby allowing 

water movement to be monitored over 

considerable distances. 

 Blockage factors in the range of 10% to 80% are 

regularly experienced.  

 Vessels pass at extreme close proximity (6 to 10 

metres is not unusual). 



 It is possible to discount influences from other 

craft operating nearby. 

 Small details (eg slight changes in water level or 

flow)  that may not be detected in scaled-down 

facilities become apparent when observed at full 

scale. 

 Theories can be tested at full scale – there is no 

need for mathematical amplification of results. 

 

The ship canal is, in effect, a full scale test tank with a 

closely controlled environment, stable water levels and 

limited (if any) water flow.   

 

Based on a huge number of observations amassed over 

a 5 year period, this research produces two pressure 

field diagrams: the first (Figure 3) for vessels 

navigating in open water; the second (Figure 4) for 

vessels operating in narrow channels, estuaries and 

confined waterways.  

 

As a guideline: open water is that where the blockage 

factor is approximately 10% or less.  

 

4. HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE FIELD DIAGRAMS  
 

4.1 THE BASIC (OPEN WATER) HYDRODYNAMIC FIELD DIAGRAM. 

                       
                    Figure 3:  Ship-Generated Pressure fields for a vessel navigation in open water.  

Explanations and factors to be considered 

when applying Figure 3. 

 HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE fields relate to the 

hydrostatic „head‟ or water-depth differential as 

measured against the normal (undisturbed) water 

datum.  High pressure occurs where there is a 

discernable peak above normal datum, and low 

pressure where there exists a discernable trough, 

or dip below datum.  For simplicity sake the 

convention used in these diagrams is: high 

pressure fields are portrayed in red, low 

pressure fields are coloured blue.  No other 

significance should be attributed to the choice of 

colours. 

 

 The relative intensity of the pressure field is 

indicated by the thickness of the lines.  

The measure of „intensity‟ although somewhat 

simplistic in conception, is very practical in its 

application - being, roughly, the measure of effect 

that can be anticipated by an encountering vessel.  

The diagrams are meant to be easily visualised 

and quickly applied by mariners - who will 

understand that where there is no line, there is 

either „no effect‟ or a „neutral impact‟ in terms of 

forces that will influence ship-handling. 

 

 FORWARD HIGH PRESSURE FIELD is not a 

purely localised phenomenon.  Practically 

speaking, it is not necessarily confined to the 

immediate vicinity of the ship.  For example, in a 

narrow channel it is not unusual for vessels to be 

affected by vessels manoeuvring several 

kilometres away.  Surface water flow in high 

pressure fields, where observable (it is rarely 

obvious) is in the same direction of the moving 

craft. 

 

Naval architect John Russel Scott, first introduced 

his „wave of translation‟ or „solitary‟ wave theory 

in 1834. He observed that the wave travelled at a 

constant velocity, did not lose power and was 



capable of proceeding independent of its 

originating mechanism.   

To Russel‟s confined channel observations, 

several more can be added: 

 There is a temporal element to development of 

the pressure fields.  With continuing energy 

input, the field will build to a maximum over 

time. 

 For any given channel once that maximum is 

reached, it requires considerable power input 

to overcome (for example, to hydroplane).  

Generally speaking, vessels with high block 

coefficients (i.e. tankers and bulk carriers) 

cannot generate this extra power - therefore 

are particularly susceptible and at risk (ie. 

from loss of manoeuvring capability – when 

altering speed or course) in confined waters. 

 The maximum field intensity will, in part, be 

determined by waterway constriction, energy 

dissipation (through friction, drag, surface 

weather suppression and tidal/current flows, 

etc). 

 A vessel moving at the same speed as its 

generated pressure field, risks being overcome 

by it, becoming directionally unstable and 

uncontrollable. 

 Pressure fields generated by one vessel may 

cause  others nearby, to exceed their 

operational envelope (see below for 

explanation) resulting in unexpected lateral 

displacement, sudden sheering or 

uncharacteristic handling. 

 

 MIDSHIPS LOW PRESSURE FIELDS extend 

horizontally (in the fore and aft direction) over 

60% of the vessel‟s length and are, essentially, 

attributable to Bernoulli‟s effect.  The shape, 

extent, intensity and general configuration of this 

field component is typically determined by the 

vessel block co-efficient, although vessels of 

special construction and purpose may experience 

variations.  The surface water-flow in the low 

pressure field is, very clearly, from forward to aft 

of the proceeding vessel.  Careful observation 

shows that there is also a secondary, lesser, flow 

in towards the hull of the vessel.  The two surface 

water flows combined may appear to produce a 

surface water flow the moves from some way off 

the bow, and in towards the hull at the after end. 

 

Experience has shown that the midships low 

pressure field can be felt some considerable 

distance from the side of the ship creating it.  It is 

difficult to give precise measurements, but for a 

vessel proceeding at 4 knots (as a minimum) the 

influence can be detected over 3 ship lengths from 

the hull.  Clearly, this has significant implications 

for large ships operating in confined waters, 

estuaries and channels.  

 

 BOUNDARY ZONES are those areas between the 

high and low pressure field. On the surface, they 

can appear calm and undisturbed, but this is quite 

deceptive, therefore dangerous, especially to small 

craft.  Within the boundary zone, pressure fields 

are changing from high to low, and vice-versa.  

The surface „gradient‟, particularly close to a large 

or fast moving, vessel can be significant. The 

surface water flow will also change direction quite 

suddenly – flowing forward (in the direction of 

vessel progress) in the high pressure area, and 

towards the stern in the low pressure area.  

Furthermore, upwelling occurs in the high 

pressure area and may manifest as a „p‟ force (the 

destabilising up-thrust experienced when a vessel 

takes the blocks during dry-docking) resulting in a 

small loss of statical stability for vessels working 

in the area.  Clearly, this may present a particular 

hazard for vessels operating with reduced stability 

margins. Tugs, or small vessels, with their decks 

awash (therefore with reduced stability due to free 

surface effect), or small service craft, operating in 

the boundary zones,  may suddenly find that they 

list unexpectedly, sheer suddenly, or are drawn in 

towards the hull and are unable to escape. 

 

 AFTER LOW PRESSURE ZONE (astern of the 

ship) is extremely complex in nature. These 

diagrams do not address those complexities in 

detail.  Briefly, the after low pressure zone 

comprises two separate systems.  Firstly: a passive 

field (sometimes described as a hole in the water) 

resulting from the action of water flowing past the 

ships hull.  Small vessels working near the stern of 

large vessels moored in a tideway often report 

„falling into a hole‟ astern of the ship.  They will 

sometimes deliberately seek out this area in rough 

weather as it offers an area of relative calm from 

the rougher surrounding waters. Secondly: when 

underway, an active element is generated by the 

action of the ships propeller.  The active element, 

when combined with the passive system, can be 

one of the most dangerous areas around a ship – it 

is not unusual for vessels to be sucked into the 

sternway of a larger ship.    

 

 BOW / STERN WAVES should not be confused 

with pressure fields.  The normally visible ships 

wash is quite apparent under most circumstances. 

The positive and negative pressure fields 

described in this paper are more analogous to 

tsunamis in that, whilst they are rarely visible, 

they are both substantial and powerful. 

The factors that most significantly influence the 

generation (and form) of these pressure fields are: 



 The speed of the vessel relative to the water. 

 The blockage factor (Relationship between the 

vessels vertical cross-sectional area to that of the 

cross-sectional area of the waterway – expressed 

as a percentage (%)) 

 Block co-efficient will, generally, indicate where 

the highest blockage-factor occurs on the vessel.  

This provides some guidance on both the shape of 

the field and the location of the deepest midships 

low pressure trough. 

NOTE: The „operational envelope‟ for any vessel may 

be defined as: the physical extent within which the 

combination of resources, capabilities and assets 

available to the vessel allow it to function effectively 

and navigate safely in the prevailing conditions.   

Factors which may influence the scope of a vessels 

operational envelope include, but are not limited to: 

maximum engine power capability; instantaneous 

power output compared with maximum output (engine 

setting); rudder type and efficiency; additional 

manoeuvring equipment available (i.e. thrusters, 

stabilisers etc); mechanical defects; weather 

restrictions; proximity of other vessels; OOW 

competence, alertness and ship-handling ability; 

command structure and leadership;  general situational 

and hydrodynamic risk awareness.  The integrated 

nature of a vessels operational envelope suggests that if 

any one factor changes significantly, then the effective 

operational envelope will change in response. 

It is important that ship-handlers understand the 

concept of „operational envelopes‟ - that they comprise 

not only the mechanical capabilities of the vessel, but 

also include the impact of personnel dynamics, physical 

capabilities, training, experience and prevailing 

environmental conditions. 

If a vessel is operating at the limits of its operational 

envelope, the result of encountering additional 

unanticipated pressure fields generated by another 

vessel may mean that the ship is unable to cope (either 

mechanically or as a result of deficient human 

resources) with the additional factors.  The result, 

particularly in confined or restricted waters, may be that 

the vessel is unable to determine what is happening 

when something „strange‟ occurs, or manage / counter 

the effect.  Experienced ship-handlers will often 

anticipate such possibilities, whether or not they 

understand the underlying dynamic, and plan 

accordingly.  

4.2 ENCLOSED WATER 

HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE 

FIELDS 

Part of the problem with previous theories is that they 

presented the pressure fields only for open water.  

Somewhat curiously, determination of open water 

hydrodynamic pressure systems was often verified 

using test facilities which, by their very nature, are 

confined.  I use the word „problem‟ because, invariably, 

the majority of interaction related difficulties arise 

when vessels are operating in confined waterways.  

Therefore, I considered it prudent to try and ascertain if 

there were particular differences between the form, or 

shape, of open and closed water pressure fields. 

Another problem is that in open water (BF less than 

10%) it becomes difficult assess boundaries and surface 

water flows.  Monitoring mud plumes and using 

evidence gleaned from slight surface discolouration 

(usually after rainfall) made the task a little easier.   

One further issue noted with earlier theories is that they 

tended to reflect only what was going on at the water 

surface.  Repeated observation and testing indicates that 

effects are not purely confined to the surface, but 

extend throughout the entire depth of the water.   

The equation for determining pressure at the bottom of 

a water column (P= ρgh) suggests this to be the case.  

The argument being that, where there is clearly a 

hydraulic head of water, there must be a pressure 

differential at the bottom. 

When constrained by boundaries, friction (or drag) 

plays a significant role in distorting the field shape -as 

in Figure 4 - a factor not explained or even suggested 

by previous theories.  Whilst figure 3, and the short 

explanations provided, relate to the field propagation in 

open water, the general dynamic pertaining to the 

various field components is equally applicable to 

confined waterways.    

 



                 Figure 4:  Ship-Generated Pressure fields for a vessel navigation in enclosed / confined water. 

 

Broadly speaking, the main differences between open 

and enclosed water field shapes are: 

 The preceding high pressure field is significantly 

more pronounced and, effectively „squeezed‟ so 

that its effects are felt at much greater distances. 

 Boundary zones  are shorter (in the fore and aft 

line), more pronounced, and have a more dramatic 

effect on vessels working in their vicinity. 

 The following high pressure field can be quite 

steep 

 The low pressure zone astern is shorter, slightly 

broader, and can be significantly deeper. Passing 

vessels are quite definitely „sucked‟ towards this 

area as they pass. 

 The surface water flows in each zone is quite 

pronounced and easily visible. 

 In steep sided water courses it is easy to 

appreciate the vertical form and intensity of 

pressure fields. 

 

5. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF 

NEW FIELD THEORY 
 

Applying the huge quantity of accumulated pressure 

field data affords the opportunity to begin explaining a 

range of hydrodynamic phenomena.   For example; 

using a well known photo (depicting squat) that many 

mariners and pilots are familiar with (Figure 5).  

                                                              

             Figure 5:  Ship experiencing squat        



And comparing it with a cross section of an open-water hydrodynamic field: 

                     

 

                 Figure 6:  Cross-section of Ship Generated Open Water Hydrodynamic Pressure Field        

Notwithstanding that the wave cross-section is slightly 

exaggerated for effect, clearly, there is more than a 

passing resemblance between the cross-sectional 

representation and the photo of the ship experiencing 

squat           

6. ADVANCING TOWARDS A 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
 

Having addressed the primary objective of „updating 

and remedying the deficiencies in current theory and 

teaching‟ and explaining basic mechanisms.  The 

second objective of „trying to understand the initiating 

mechanisms producing the effects described as 

interaction‟ becomes feasible. 

Few issues have vexed ship-handlers more than trying 

to understand the dynamic behind „bank suction and 

rejection‟ 

7. BANK SUCTION AND REJECTION 

RE-EXAMINED 
 

Contemporary teaching on the cause of „bank rejection‟ 

suggests that when a vessel is proceeding ahead and 

becomes orientated at an angle to an adjacent bank, that 

the primary operating factor is the wedge of water that 

inserts between the hull and the bank - thus acting as a 

cushion and forcing the vessel to bodily „lift-off‟ from 

the bank.   

 

Whilst this explanation seems plausible, many years of 

experience has shown that in extremely confined 

waterways, reliance upon this theory would prove both 

disastrous and costly.  Current teaching ignores several 

realities, namely: 

 

 When a vessel is moving ahead in confined 

waters, it will always generate a pressure field 

system. There is no exception to this rule.  Ships 

displacing water, or water flowing past a static 

ships hull or a fixed object, will always result in 

some form of hydrodynamic mechanism being set 

up.  

 The explanation does not accommodate 

asymmetries in hydrodynamic fields which can 

produce powerful effects - for example, 

imbalances in the pressure fields from one side of 

a vessel, to the other, will cause the vessel to 

move bodily towards the lower pressure side.  The 

effect also manifests locally when, in a confined 

channel, one part of a vessel (eg, the bow) 

becomes offset causing an imbalance of pressure. 

In that instance, the bow will be cushioned by the 

higher pressure area and move towards the lower. 

 Little allowance is made for the generation of 

localised Bernoulli effects (where a defined 

volume of water passes through a constriction, 

resulting in both an increased in flow speed and 

reduction in pressure). 

 

The concept infers that any ship experiencing bank 

rejection will lift-off bodily, in a straight line, without 

deviation. However, the reality of bank rejection is 

rather different as, in practice, several factors contribute 

to the overall dynamic.   

 

Figure 7 shows a vessel proceeding in a narrow channel 

-  close to the „mathematical middle‟.   

 

The mathematical middle is the „centroid of  the 

underwater cross-sectional area‟.  Notwithstanding 

collision regulation requirements to „stay as near to the 

outer limits which lie on the Starboard side as is safe 

and practicable’, vessels proceeding with their fore and 

aft line over the mathematical middle will find that they 



are able to maintain position quite easily and require 

little helm to effect a course alteration.  This is due to 

pressures on either side of the hull and rudder being 

equal and symmetrical.  

 

In this example, and for explanation purposes, the 

vessel beam is 25% that of the channel width.  The 

draft (D) is 50% of the maximum depth.  The Blockage 

factor is therefore 25% (B) x 50% (D) = 12.5% (or 

12%). 

           

 

 Figure 7:  Vessel in a narrow channel, proceeding along the „mathematical middle‟.  Showing „offset‟ distances 

(relative to beam of ship) from middle position).   

For demonstration purposes, two offset lines are shown, 

the first is offset from the middle by 50% of the ships 

beam and the second by 100%. 

 

7.1      HYDRODYNAMIC EFFECTS ON A 

VESSEL OFFSET FROM MIDDLE 

Once the vessel moves away from the mathematical 

middle and becomes offset, there is no longer 

hydrodynamic symmetry (Figure 8).   

Conventional teaching suggests a „wedge of water‟ will 

insert between the bank and the vessel and force the 

vessel to „lift‟ bodily from the bank.  However, this 

does not take account of what may happen as a result of 

the asymmetry in pressure fields. 

 

          
Figure 8:  Vessel in a narrow - stern offset from middle and angled in relation to bank. 

Applying only pressure field theory to figure 8, several 

effects may be anticipated: 

 

 Increasing pressure at the bow should cause the 

bow to swing to the right (to Starboard) 

 The high pressure imbalance at the stern should 

cause the stern to move to the left (to Port) 

 The concentrated negative pressure field 

amidships should cause the vessel to draw slightly 

towards the right (starboard side) bank. 



 The overall result is that, using only the macro 

pressure systems, the vessel should straighten up 

to re-align with the middle. 

 

In an ideal world, this dynamic would mean that vessels 

following a narrow channel or fairway regulated 

themselves and always found the ideal position. Indeed, 

vessels navigating close to the middle and orientated no 

more than 15 to 20 degrees to the mathematical middle 

may experience such self-correction.  However, this 

dynamic takes no account of localised Bernoulli 

systems that can develop and significantly affect the 

vessel.   

 

7.2 LOCALISED MICRO SYSTEM  

EFFECTS 

Experience has shown that the bow pressure systems 

will, eventually, cause the bow to swing, as indicated, 

however, the positive pressure system towards the stern 

is subjected to generation of a localised Bernoulli effect 

that is capable of „overcoming‟ the macro pressure 

fields -  see Figure 9. 

 

 

          
                 Figure 9:  Dynamic of „Overcoming‟ effect – Ship stern drawn towards bank 

 

Where this dynamic is set up, rather than lifting away 

from the bank as might be expected if only the macro 

high pressure field is acting, the localised Bernoulli 

effect will cause the stern to „suck‟ towards the bank.   

 

7.3       RISK OF BERNOULLI EFFECT 

OVERCOMING POSITIVE 

PRESSURE FIELDS.     

 

Significant testing on full sized ships, navigating in 

confined waters, indicates that it is possible to 

anticipate when, or if, the localised micro effect is 

likely to overcome the after high pressure system - 

resulting in bank suction. The results used in generating 

the “figure 10” graph derive from direct observations 

over a 5 year period when full-size vessels (both loaded 

and light) were deliberately offset from the waterway 

mathematical middle. The graph provides an indication 

of how much compensating helm (standard semi-

balanced rudder) will be required to counter the effect.  

Vessel‟s having high efficiency rudders will overcome 

the effect more easily. 

 

Testing took place over a range of channel widths 

ranging from 29 metres, 40 metres, 55 metres and 110 

metres and depth ranges between 8 metres to 11.5 

metres.  These parameters compare with other major 

waterways, for example:  

 

Suez Canal  width 200 metres depth 22.5 metres;  

Panama Canal width 150 to 300 metres but 70 metres 

(navigable) and depth 12 metres;  

Keil Canal width 102 – 204 metres depth 11 metres;  

Saint Lawrence Seaway width 61 metres depth 12.5 

metres.   

 

The effect has also been tested (to a lesser extent) in 

tidal channels up to 600 metres wide and 16 metres 

deep. Consequently, the graphs have general 

application and are not limited to the Manchester Ship 

Canal. 

          



 

                       Figure 10:  Graphs indicating the likelihood of „overcoming effect‟ on moving vessel. 

As a general guideline, the “figure 10“ graph relates to 

a speed of 4 knots through the water (STW) although 

vessels with very high blockage factors are unlikely to 

proceed at this speed and prudent ship-handlers will 

regulate their speed according to conditions.   

 

 

7.4        CHARACTERISTICS ATTRIBUTED 

TO EACH GRAPH  
 

Extreme 

The vessel is so close to the bank (or another vessel) 

that, in all likelihood, contact is imminent - or the 

vessel is already in proximate contact.  Any positive 

pressure fields (singly or in combination) will be 

overcome by the localised Bernoulli effect.  This 

situation is rarely encountered intentionally - although 

it may arise when docking in a strong tideway.  If 

unintentional, tug assistance will probably be required 

to recover from the situation.   

 

Very High 

The vessel is extremely close to the bank (or another 

vessel).  Under normal circumstances, compensatory 

measures should already have been taken to avoid 

closer approach.  The „overcoming‟ effect will be 

extremely apparent.  The vessel may suddenly, and 

unexpectedly, sheer.  Ship-handlers will experience 

difficulty in counteracting the movement.  This 

situation may be encountered when entering locks or 

navigating within confined docks, canals or waterways.  

Considerable confidence and ship-handling knowledge, 

combined with extensive practical experience, will be 

required to deal with effects encountered at this level. 

 

High 

The vessel is close to the bank (or another vessel) and 

substantively offset from the waterway mathematical 

middle.   Bank rejection will be extremely noticeable.  

Permanent helm will need to be applied simply to 

maintain a straight course.  Any combination of the 

macro-positive pressure fields can be overcome by the 

locally generated Bernoulli effect. Within this range of 

risk, considerable uncertainty as to development of the 

„overcoming‟ effect exists.  Experienced ship-handlers 

operating close to banks in confined waters will, 

generally, have such risks in their contemplation. 

 

Moderate 

The vessel may be closing on an underwater bank (or 

another vessel) and substantively offset from the 

middle.  Bank rejection may be very noticeable and 

permanent helm may already be applied simply to 

maintain a straight course.  Such effects may be 

experienced when entering port, when navigating in an 

estuary or a reasonably wide (but constrained) 

waterway.  Watch officers should recognise that 

additional caution must be exercised in such 

circumstances. Safe navigation (at reduced speed) and 

competent ship manoeuvring should be possible for 

experienced ship-handlers.   

 

Low 

Blockage factor will be in the region of 10% or less, 

and the vessel is a significant distance (relatively 

speaking) from potential hazards. 

 



Normal navigational practices apply and the vessel 

should respond and handle within normal parameters.  

No exceptional measures are required. The knowledge 

and experience considered to be within the usual 

practices of seamen will usually be sufficient for 

vessels in this condition. 

 

7.5       USING THE GRAPHS - A WORKED 

EXAMPLE  
 

Using the vessel described in figure 7 (with a BF of 

12%) as an example – indicated by the light blue 

dashed line.  For speeds in excess of 4 knots, 

experience shows that for the graph to be applicable it 

is sufficient to multiply the BF by the square of the 

speed divided by 4  (i.e, for a B.F of 12% and a speed 

of 6.0 kts: Blockage factor  = 12% x (6.0 ÷  4)
2  

= 12% 

x (1.5)
2
  =  12 x 2.25 ) = 27% (that is, the brown 

dashed line) 

 

POSITION A: VESSEL AT, OR NEAR, MIDDLE 

4 knots:  The risk of bank suction is extremely small – 

below the low graph line. 

6 knots:  Effective BF is calculated to be 27%.  The risk 

whilst navigating in the middle rises to low. 

 

POSTION B:  VESSELS IS OFFSET FROM 

MIDDLE BY 50% OF ITS BEAM. 

4 knots:  The risk of bank suction is still fairly low, 

but only a slight increase in speed or change in 

position will raise the level of risk. 

6 knots:  The risk immediately jumps from less than 

low, to moderate.  Only a slight increase in speed, or 

change in position will raise the level of risk to high, 

or very high.   

 

POSTION C:  VESSELS IS OFFSET FROM 

MIDDLE BY 100% OF ITS BEAM. 

4 knots:  Risk is already at the category of low. 

6 knots:  The risk has suddenly, and dramatically, 

increased to very high.  Any increase in speed, or 

further offset will quickly raise the risk to extreme. 

 

Where the result equals, or exceeds, the extreme 

graph line, it must always be assumed that the 

localised Bernoulli effect will overcome the macro 

field effect. 

 

7.6       SHIP FACTORS USED IN 

DEVELOPING THE GRAPHS 

In constructing these graphs, the majority of 

observations relate to tankers and bulk carriers -  with 

block co-efficients (Cb) in excess of 0.78.  Vessels of 

lesser Cb were observed and the overcoming effect was 

found to be comparable.  It is, however, felt that 

additional observations are required to verify the 

application in respect of lower Cb vessels. Therefore, 

vessels with block coefficients of less that 0.78 should 

exercise caution when employing the graphs.   

7.7        SPEED THROUGH THE WATER 
 

When calculating the likelihood of the macro-

hydrodynamic fields being overcome by the localised 

Bernoulli effect, the mariner should use the water speed 

(STW) – not the GPS speed (SOG) as this will give a 

false result.  In confined waterways, the difference 

between SOG and STW can generally be attributed to 

water‟s localised backflow velocity. 

 

To be relevant, speed through the water should take 

account of: 

 

 Vessels Speed over the ground (SOG or GPS 

speed) 

 Tide or current flows 

 Modifying effects of any inflows (i.e. from 

adjacent rivers etc) 

 The potential of increased (river) current after 

rain, from snow melts etc. 

 The effect of tug thrust plumes or wash from other 

craft operating in the immediate vicinity. 

 

Note: Tug thrust plumes are included here because,  

although a very localised flow, experience shows that  

in confined conditions, their effect can significantly 

influence the intensity of  overcoming effect. 

 

 

7.8     LIMITATIONS OF GRAPH 

APPLICATION 
 

The graphs apply to vessels navigating in confined 

waterways.  Lower limits of 3% blockage factor and a 

maximum possible offset from middle of 300% is used.  

As a general guideline, vessels operating outwith these 

limits are deemed to be in open water. 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This paper introduces a general overview of both open 

and confined water hydrodynamic fields and gives 

some guidance as to causation and the effects that 

might be anticipated by a moving vessel. 

 

The purpose of this work is to add to the general corpus 

of knowledge so that mariners might: appreciate the 

unseen hydrodynamic forces that their vessels generate 

and which, either singly or in combination, affect ship-

handling and, generally, impact upon the, normally 

anticipated, sea-keeping characteristics of vessels 

operating in confined waters. 

 

Of all the effects encountered by vessels operating in 

confined waterways, bank suction and rejection are 

amongst those most commonly experienced, yet least 



understood or capable of anticipation.  This paper goes 

some way towards addressing that lack of under-

pinning knowledge and contributes towards a practical 

comprehension of the effect. 
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